KEARNS AND BELL CONSIDERED AS STRONG OLYMPIC PROSPECTS

WILL TRAVEL TO CALIFORNIA FOR
I.C.A.A.A.A. MEET

Two Men In Each Event In
I. C. A. A. A. Meet Become Olympic Entries

YEAR'S WORK EXCELLENT

By HERBERT R. PLASS
Sports Editor

Richard Bell '34, and John T. Kearns '32 have dominated the track situation at the Institute for the entire year, and have brought more honor and glory to the Engineers than any two men in a long time.

Bell was the easiest starter in the event, although Kearns was putting in fine, steady work in cross-country. As early as the middle of last October, Coach Herbert Hedlund predicted that Bell would become an "events" man, the first in the history of track to seek such

Kearns Leading Harriers

Dick's start was made for the year, however, as he was the meet-breaking sophomore relay team, and put in one of the "220's" he had ever done, and for far the best on the field that day. Shortly following Field Day, when varsity sports got under way, Jack Kearns started to show more than ordinary ability when he began to surpass Dow about his position as leader of the cross-country squad. In the four-cornered harrier race at Harvard, Kearns was the first man in as the Technology squad, leading Gilman in a short margin.

Again, at the Holy Cross meet, over the Franklin Field course, Gilman was passed by his teammate Kearns, and Jack was the first Engineer home. The following week, Don Gilman, having benefited from a week's intensive training, led the pack home, and was followed by Kearns with some margin, to aid in taking second place for the Institute in the New England meet.

Kearns 38th in IC4A Run

About another week later, the two seniors had another duel for team honors in the IC4A meet this summer automatically among the possibilities for the United States entries. Kearns broke the field record to take the mile in 4:47.4 seconds, and clipped six seconds from the track record for the two mile, to win over a large field.

Bell and Kearns Go to California

Both men are still in training, preparing for the IC4A meet in California, the summer. Bell is entered in the hundred and the two-twenty, and Kearns, of course, in the two-mile. Kearns is rated as one of the process of the country's distance runners this year, having made the second fastest time in the country in the two-mile.

The first two men in each race at the IC4A meet this summer automatically qualify for the Olympics, and the opinion is prevalent that both these men are high among the possibilities for the United States entries.

JACK KEARNS '32

Who in a single season has worked himself up from an unknown to a star two-miler and a likely contestant in the coming Olympics at Los Angeles.

STRING OF BROKEN RECORDS ON TRAIL OF TWO ENGINEERS

Season's Work Better Than Any On Tech Field For Several Years

BOTH IN TOP FORM

A week later, the Institute entered the University Club meet, with Bell entered in the 50-y-yard dash. He went through the beats like a pro, won a fair race, and took the field without any great difficulty, against a large field.

During this time, Kearns was having rather a poor spell, having failed the cross-country season with a bad leg. However, by the time that the interval between meets was up, he was again in rare form, and took the lead in the pursuit of march pushing. Bell, on the advice of Coach Hedlund, stayed away from the field on this Saturday afternoon, in order to get a rest.

DICK BELL '34

At the better Banquets and Luncheons, the Greeks had a word for them! NZESPIO (born with wings)

EXHIBIT A. MERCURY

EXHIBIT B. PEGASUS

In the best families (or any others for that matter) that doesn't happen nowadays. Hence the United States Air Corps offers some attractive and real inducements to you college students for whom it has built a $100,000,000 institution at San Antonio, Texas, where they train the Army's Flying Corps while you are learning to fly.

Pay you a salary of $75 per month. Your living expenses.

Supply you (free, of course) with snap, tailor-made, sky blue uniforms.

Grant you the social and military privileges of potential officers.

Pay your traveling expenses from your home to the new field at San Antonio, 700 men are taken in each year. The course requires three years to complete and includes training for a field of aeronautics.

Those who stay the full year are commissioned as lieutenants in the Air Corps Reserve.

If you don't like the training you may resign at any time.

For example: Should you stay three months and then resign you will receive $825 cash, your round trip expenses from your home to San Antonio, and about 24 hours of solo flying. The science, tactics and associations of the Air Corps gives its members a very real distinction and a very noticeable breadth and point. They will be commissioned and are ready to go, we have compiled information and tips giving you inside angles and dope that will be invaluable when you arrive at the field. If you haven't applied yet, then by all means get our information. We tell you the entrance procedure and certain twists that make your getting in easier and quicker. The information written by men who have been through the school covers all points from beginning to end that you are interested in and want to know. This information is complete, nothing else to buy. The price is $1 er sent C.O.D. if you desire.

NAVAL AVIATION SERVICE

742 SOUTH HILL STREET

LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

THE BRIGGS TROPHY

Rusn Third to World Champions

In the evening, he ran the same length race against Ira Singer, George Simpson, Broder of the Newacs, A. C. J. Hays, and Haven of Harvard, and an immense field of such world championship calibre, and came in third, after his gruelling half mile and a half of Harvard, and a very noticeable breadth and poise.

The information written by men who have been through the school covers all points from beginning to end that you are interested in and want to know. This information is complete, nothing else to buy. The price is $1 er sent C.O.D. if you desire.
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